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so, to bypass that step, we can use
microsofts latest fully-signed preactivation
tool for windows 7, as an unattended
preactivation tool. windows 7 x64
professional already has sp1 installed, and
the required settings exist for windows 7 to
fully bypass activation and skip that step. i
did not have a windows 7 x64 media center
dvd for this install. note that this method
should not be used when the system is to
be installed on an end-user's pc. the
system should not become an unofficial
test system for the purpose of bypassing
activation. the reason is that registry keys
are created that allow microsoft to tie any
data from the oem to the user, allowing
microsoft to see what has happened, or will
happen, on that system, if windows 7 is
found to be a compatible product. during
the installation, windows 7 will prompt to
perform an unattended activation, to
provide access to certain new features and
functions, such as bitlocker, which use a
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network connection to unlock the drive. the
wording on the screen is very clear and
easy to understand. but be careful, as an
unattended installation does not mean the
installation goes without detection! the
system must be configured properly for the
windows installation to be successful,
meaning that no additional drivers or
services are installed, and the installation
is not rebooted. this method is designed to
be used where you have an identical
lenovo thinkpad or dell system that you
wish to install windows on. its designed to
work with an unattended install, which
usually deals with servers and services.
however, there are times when users have
a desire to install an os on a system with
the intent of using it on a permanent basis
and this installs the typical windows os into
a system that they can use.
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to perform this transfer, plug the usb drive
into your system, pop in the install usb and
run it (unattended install). once the install
completes, navigate to recoverdrive and if

you have the 1.5 version, use the
"transfer" option to transfer the drive to

another system. when you get to the
"recover" tab, hit the "linux" option, and

your drive will be mounted. if not, try
copying the drive to the same location and

then mounting the copied drive. if it still
doesnt work, sometimes the "view the

device's details" option at the top of the
drive can help. to finish the install, you can
hit the finish button, or look at recoverdrive

again and look for the "install to legacy
boot" option. you can also hit the button at
the top right (icons only), and select either
"install.." or "repair." you can also use the
"shift" and "windows" keys while clicking
that button to make the same selection.
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once you have booted, you will be
automatically taken to the windows setup
wizard, which will walk you through the

install. you will have the option to keep the
os language us english or change it to uk
english. here you can configure how the

system boots. here i chose to have
windows and the multi-boot loader be

installed to the same disk, but it could be
installed to either drive. you also have the
option to create a new partition or shrink

an existing one. during the installation, an
additional 8gb of the 30gb partition is

reserved for a recovery partition that can
be used to reinstall the os. before the os is

installed, you have the option to install
certain windows apps that will enhance or
optimize the os. for example, the windows

phone app is something that would
typically be installed, and will allow

windows phone users to download and use
applications. other things you can install

are the amd gaming evolved app and
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